Origami brain fact finder

Use this origami brain fact finder to show off your knowledge to your friends and family!

To make:
1. Cut the fact finder out along the dotted lines.
2. Fold in half by bringing one corner to the opposite corner, then half again, and then unfold it.

3. Fold each of the four corners into the middle.
4. Turn it over and fold the four corners into the middle on this side.
5. Turn it back over, and fit your fingers under the slits, to form the shape of the fact finder.

To play:
1. Ask someone to pick one of the colours.
2. Spell out the colour as you move the fact finder back and forth (i.e. BLUE - four letters, move four times).
3. Ask them to pick a number from the inside, and move the fact finder that many times.
4. Have them pick a new number, open the flap and read them the fact!
Origami brain fact finder

Use this origami brain fact finder to show off your knowledge to your friends and family!

1. There are around 90 billion nerve cells in your brain.

2. Information travels faster in the brain than a racing car!

3. 20% of all the blood pumped from the heart.

4. Your brain uses 140g, roughly the weight of an orange.

5. There are more connections between all the nerve cells in your brain than there are stars in the galaxy.

6. Alzheimer’s disease is the most common form of dementia.

7. Most people who get dementia are older than 65.

8. An orange, ‘personality-making’, for your brain is front of the you.

9. ‘Personality-making’, for your brain is front of the you.